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PICTURE GALLERY

The Korat Table at the London Pet Show, Olympia, held on
8 May. Gingko & Charley were representing the breed,
ably assisted by their slaves, Leo & Felicity Black

Gingko, at the London Pet Show, looking for a little
reassurance from his slaves; the crowds behind him were
often 4 or 5 deep for most of the day! See Page 4

Our little ‘Treasure’ – Kesa. Read all about
his latest antics on page 17

Karma & Yinny with 13 kittens! Both had a mixture of
Korats and Thai Blue Points; Karma had 5 kittens on 16
June, closely followed by Mum, Yinny, who had 8 on 18
June. I’m going to be busy this summer !!!

Dallas, Smokey and Piccolo – who knew 3 Korats
could fit in there? Read Marina’s article about
her cats and her nursery on page 12

Dallas & Smokey in the nursery garden

PICTURE GALLERY
More cats from our members ......

Liana & Charley

Rataekora Dorabella at age 20
She is now playing at Rainbow Bridge

Izzi

Karma

Saffi & Izzi (Grandmother and Granddaughter)
Photo courtesy of Robert Fox

Just what is the collective noun for Korats?
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Chair’s report
2011

The AGM in May of this year was well attended and matters were dealt
with efficiently.
One of the matters discussed was the annual subscription to the KCA.
It was suggested that members who want to receive the newsletter by
E-mail should receive a reduction to their subscription. The reasoning
behind this is that by sending the newsletter by e-mail would reduce the
costs of both production and postage.
Those members wishing to consider this please contact the editor, Julie
Cherkas.
A big reminder to you all about the Supreme Cat Show at the NEC in
Birmingham on the 19th November 2011. The theme this year is
ROYALTY!
So let’s have lots of Korats on show to promote the breed and have a
great day out.
I hope you enjoy the rest of the summer whether at home or away.
Kind regards,
Bill Edwards
Chairman.
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Editor’s Note
I’m wondering what on earth happened to
global warming! Just a bit of warming would
be nice. I seriously can’t remember ever
needing to put my heating on in July, but I did
last week. Let’s hope August & September are
a bit warmer or I shall be breaking out the
winter woollies again!
As I type this, I’m surrounded by 12 Korat &
Thai Blue Point kittens which are almost six
weeks old ~ and seriously cute! Although
remembering to shut the lid on the laptop when I get up is crucial now and I don’t always manage
it! And as for printing this newsletter, I have to do it in between play times. Trouble is, my
Chocolate Burmese had 5 kittens last Monday and Izzi, one of my other Korat girls is due to have
kittens in just under 2 weeks. To say my summer will be interesting is an understatement!!
Anyway, on to the club news.....
Show News – the London Pet Show was an outstanding success and you can read all about it on
page 4. KCA are hoping to have a table and Korats on exhibition for “cuddles” at The Supreme
again this year so do come along and say hello. It’s at the usual NEC Birmingham venue on 19
November. Anyone wishing to help on the table will be welcomed with open arms. I love working
on the table but it’s a boring day if you are on ‘table duty’ all day! Therefore, the more helpers
we can recruit, the better. If you show your Korats & Thais, do get your entries in on time,
closing date this year is 14 September. We all hope to see you there.
Electronic Newsletter – The reduced annual subscription for those choosing emailed newsletters
was passed at the AGM. You can still print a paper copy but you will be saving the club money!
And from 1 January 2012, you can save money too, as you could pay the reduced subs, saving £2.
And don’t forget, the photos are in full colour! Just send me an email to subscribe.
Newsletter articles – the summer newsletter is my favourite issue because there is little space
required for official club business so the fun articles can abound. I do still need articles for
future issues and it would be nice to have some input from our members who are simply Korat &
Thai pet slaves ☺ Please consider writing a short note (even half a page) about your pets and
send it to me with some photographs. Word documents via email are the preferred format but
anything will be gratefully received.
Outstanding Subscriptions – talking about subs, this is the red dot issue!! If you have a red dot
on the front of your newsletter, it means your subscription which was due on 1 January 2011
hasn’t been paid. In order to remain a member of the club and continue to receive future
newsletters, please send your subs to Brian Lacey, Treasurer using the form on page 19.
Thank you to all our contributors; please keep sending in your articles ~ and photos! The deadline
for the next issue is mid-October.
Enjoy your newsletter!!! ☺
Julie Cherkas, KCA Newsletter Editor
Email your contributions to me at: jusarka@yahoo.co.uk or you can send paper copies to me; my
address is inside the front cover.
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The London Pet Show
We certainly join in the chorus of approval for the London
Pet Show which took place on the weekend of 7th May and
8th May at Olympia. We took two of our three cats to
represent the Korats on the Sunday.
Some twenty-three years ago we wanted a grey cat and went
to the GCCF show at Olympia to look at two breeds that
interested us, the Russian Blue and the Korat. Shortly afterwards,
we were taken over by two Rataekora Korats. Moving the
Supreme has been good for breeders country-wide, but
unfortunately London has also lost the London Cat Club and the
Kensington Kitten and Neuter Club shows to venues beyond the M 25. So where can you go for
a great day out in central London if you want to check out your dream pet, talk to breeders
and enthusiastic owners, and best of all talk to the animals and stroke them? Answer: The
London Pet Show. And it might just be that a prospective Korat lover will come away from the
show having fallen in love with a Dog, Small Furry, Reptile or even Aquatic or Exotic (it’s a
comprehensive show), but it might be a cat - it might be a Korat even.
The World of Cats, our section of the show, was organised by the GCCF, and made up a select
corner of the hall, with twenty-three breeds represented over the two days. The Korats were
there on the Sunday. When we looked at the list of exhibitors we were thrilled to see that Poppy
and Percy, from just a few doors down our street, would also be there on the Sunday,
representing domestic pets (they are in fact rescue cats, and a great advertisement!)
The distinguished and beautiful Bluebell couldn’t make it because Jen Day wasn’t well, and Julie
Cherkas’ gorgeous girls had had a demanding day out in Bristol on the Saturday. That
combination of circumstances led to the Korat population being represented by two young
local lads, Premier Jusarka Gingko and his big mate Adecish Charlemagne. The week before
the show we took our third member, Liana, up to Rutland for a few days in the company of
Grand Champion Jenanca Lone Star, and we came home
with everything needed for the KCA display table and the
pink drapes for the double pen.
In the run-up to the show Anne Gregory, in charge of
organisation, had answered every minute query promptly
by email, so there really wasn’t anything to worry about…
except the drapes. Dressing a pen is not our thing, and we
don’t have a pen at home to practise on! But it’s amazing
what you can do with safety-pins, and Anne of course had
a collection of the ties we’d been unable to find in our
local shops. She was ace!
We were at the hall by 7.45, vetted in by 8.00, with the
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Korat table and pen up and running by 9.00am. Against their pale-pink backdrop Gingko and
Charley settled down for a nice quiet day watching the world go by..... but no! – at this show the
exhibits were expected to work – and most of them did. Before long, Gingko was out of the pen
and sitting on the KCA table greeting his admiring public. The Korat table was well stocked

with the usual photos, leaflets and was a huge source of information to all those who
stopped by – and my goodness, what a lot of people stopped by! Over the two days
the London Pet Show had 13,460 visitors and our boy worked them like a dream.
Charley, not yet a year old and a sweet, talkative boy at home, made use of the drapes – as a
hiding-place! Everyone who wanted to touch a cat had to wipe their hands with disinfectant
gel, so Gingko was soon reeking of the stuff. By now poor Charley was seriously worried by the
presence in his pen of an impostor who looked like Gingko but smelled completely wrong.
It wasn’t long before Julie arrived, having caught an early train from Southampton, and after a
cuddle from Ginks, she did a tour of the hall, reporting that there was a lot to see. Jen Lacey
then joined us after her complex journey from Rutland, the final part of which was to deliver
Liana back into our hands after her honeymoon with Lonny. Leo met them at Olympia Tube
Station and gave Liana yet another treat by taking her home to Kentish Town by bus.
When Jen arrived I left the table, Ginks and Charley in the capable hands of the pros and toured
the hall. The World of Dogs was noisy! Small Furries were cute, but unfortunately I missed the
Rabbit Show Jumping, and a good deal else, but there was a small and retiring Meerkat curled
up asleep and refusing to give interviews. At least I didn’t miss him. As Julie said, there was a lot
to see. According to the programme there was Cat Show Jumping and Agility. This was
announced to be imported from the USA. Now that’s where Charley could happily have shown
them a thing or six! Gingko would agree that most cat shows have better toys, but I wouldn’t
fault the organisation and good vibes around the whole show.
Back in the World of Cats the pace was hotting up and Gingko was being a star, doing the work
of two. He hadn’t met children before but was sweetness itself as kids stroked him – the problem
was
getting
them
to
gel
themselves up! There were older
people too, and the image which
stays with me is of the change in
the face of a lady, as she stroked
Gingko and relaxed.
When Leo got back Julie and I
took a break from the Korat table
to watch a presentation by an
animal physio working with a pug
and its owner, then Julie wanted
my opinion on an electric massage
machine. An electric massage
chair is a welcome treat some
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three quarters of the way through a promotional show. Not as good as the real thing but pretty
nice! By now Ginks needed a massage too - even he was getting a bit edgy at the end of a

long day. He too was feeling tired and showed off that other Korat gift, the gift of the
gab, talking and swearing in true Korat fashion! Although he put on an amazing show for
a couple who suddenly appeared just before five and were obviously prospective Koratowners.
We got out with surprising speed and ease – it seems that Dogs have no staying power and had
all gone home early!
At home there was yet another strange
smell for poor Charley to deal with – his
mother reeked of Lonny who just
happens also to be Gingko’s dad!
More growling for twenty-four hours,
before all was forgotten and harmony
returned to the Black household.
Some nine weeks later, I started to write
this article while waiting for Liana to
give birth to Lonny’s kittens, pausing as
five perfect Korat kittens came into the
world. One will go to a family whose
daughter hasn’t, we hear, stopped
talking about Korats ever since the show. We suspect that others who had “the Gingko
experience” may already have met their match!

The next London Pet Show will be at Olympia on 12 – 13 May 2012 and we would definitely
recommend it to anyone ☺.

Felicity & Leo Black
Postscript – it seems the girl fairy was absent when Liana’s kittens arrived, all five are boys!
Maybe one of these will be greeting and meeting his public at Olympia next year?

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Purrrrsonal Moments
What do cats use to make coffee?

•
•

How does the cat get its own way?
•

With friendly purrsuasion.

What is a cat's favourite colour?
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A purrcolator.

Purrrrrrrple!

Alice’s Diary – Chapter 7
I am cross. There is no doubt about it. I am very cross. That blue monster has been treating
me as his roly-poly toy. He has taken to hiding behind doors, beds, cupboards and so on then he pounces out on me from behind, and because he is twice my size now he is able to
roll me over two or three times. If I object and show him a tiny bit of a claw, or let out a teeny
weeny hiss, he goes into pathetic mode and
pretends that I started it all. Luckily the human
has got wise to that one. All the same, she has
been giving him much too much attention just
recently - he got ill (rather messily, it has to be
said!), and he had to spend a few days at the
hospital where the white coats lurk, with tubes
coming in and out of him. When he got home, he
smelt really funny, and I had to hiss at him quite a
lot in case he wasn't Solly after all. After I few
days, I decided that it really was him... mostly
because he felt so much better that he started all
his usual wickednesses again. Life has returned to normal, but I do wish that he could have
held on for a bit longer so that we could have feasted for a bit longer on the fresh chicken
breast, succulent fishy bits and other yumminesses before the human realised that he had,
in fact, totally recovered.
The human has done us both proud with two
delightful pictures of us; of course I am looking far
more beautiful than the Solmeister, as the human
calls him! Frankly, I think he looks ridiculous upside
down and should show a bit more decorum as befits
his breed.
He let the cat out of the bag - or rather the mouse when she was at her morning ablutions. Sir padded
in looking very pleased with himself, with a mouse
tail swaying gently from one side of his mouth and
whiskers out the other side. Picture this, if you will... Human screams, Solly lets go, mouse
scampers behind bathroom basin, human stuck on only place she can sit in bathroom with
legs waving in the air, Solly loses interest and wanders off.... Luckily someone was ready
and able to come to the rescue... Is it a bird, is it a plane - no, it's SuperAlice. But the
biggest problem was that the Solmeister had lost his 'invalid' status in one fell swoop.
The human is getting quite angry with him regarding shoes. When she comes back from
work in the evening she finds that he has hidden all her shoes around the house.
Sometimes he doesn't hide them, but leaves them where she can fall over them. She has a
few pairs of things she calls Crocs... And they are his favourites. She was packing to go on
holiday, and she noticed that he had been decorating them with toothmarks - lots of them.
So off she went to find her second pair - same thing but even more tiny holes where tiny
holes shouldn't be. Luckily, they are not very expensive, so she went out to buy another
pair. Guess what - yes, the new turquoise ones are personalised now as well. What he
doesn't realise though, is that our human retires next week, so she will be able to catch him
'in possession of the evidence'... Of course she might notice that everything that goes wrong
around here is not necessarily his fault. Ooops….
Transcribed, as usual, by Caroline Bertram – human slave
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KEEPING YOUR KORAT HAPPY
Is your Korat bored? Many indoor-only cats are, as well as outdoor cats. And when your cat is
bored it can lead to all kinds of problems - for your cat, and for you.
This is such an important topic. A bored Korat is not a happy cat ... and unhappy cats tend to
have more behavioural problems. Sometimes it's hard to tell if a cat is bored. After all, cats
sleep an average of 13 to 16 hours a day - and that doesn't leave an awful lot of "up" time.
Cats sleep most of the day and are most active at dusk and dawn. Why is that? Just take a look
at nature to get the answer.
Cats instinctively stalk prey - and most of their natural prey (mice, lizards, bugs, etc.) are most
active at dusk and dawn. So cats are "programmed" to stalk and hunt during the hours when
these prey animals are most active. During the hours your cat is awake, how can you tell if
boredom has set in - or if he's simply acting finicky and disinterested as usual?
It's important to know the signs of boredom. A bored cat can begin to display inappropriate or
destructive behaviours such as scratching, aggression or crying out (over-vocalization). Some
suffer from depression or lethargy. Others may also have more problems with “going outside
the box!” Some cats begin eating more when they are bored. Others begin eating less. And
some will begin sleeping even more than normal.
Deciding whether your Korat should be an indoor or outdoor cat is difficult. There are pros and
cons to both lifestyles and your individual location and circumstances will come into play when
making your decision. These notes are designed to help with Korats kept indoors, although an
outdoor cat would also benefit from many of the following ideas.
Keeping a cat indoors has benefits. Among other things, it minimizes the chance for outdoor
traumas - such as being hit by a car, attacked by other animals, stolen and being infected with
common infectious diseases, just to name a few. Indoor-only cats may live twice as long on
average over indoor/outdoor cats. But with that comes the responsibility of making sure your
indoor cat has the things it needs to be happy.
Here are some tips to help stimulate your Korat so they can have an enriched, happy
environment:
First - Consider your home environment. Is it cat friendly? Are there lots of things for your cat
to do, play with, and watch? Consider the things cats enjoy and whether you have them in your
home. Evaluate your cat's environment.
Next - Think about what you can do to enrich your home with things that will make your cat
happy. This may be as simple as moving a chair or high scratching post by the window to give
your cat a view. There should be windows to look out of, things to watch, places to climb, and
plenty of safe toys to play with.
Climbing posts, scratching posts, cat grass, windows perches, window beds, toys and a view to
watch birds or squirrels, etc. are all great ways to enrich your indoor cat's life and prevent
boredom.
Create a Window View. Think about getting a window perch or window seat for your
Korat. It is important for your indoor cat to have a "view" and the ability to watch what is
going on outside. This is a great way to create a stimulating environment. There are
commercially available "window beds" that attach to your window frame. All cats love these.
Another option is a cat tree placed near a window that allows an outside view.
Rotate Plenty of Toys. After a period of time, many cats will ignore their toys or get bored
with them. One way to introduce new life into an old toy is to put it away and hide it for a
while then re-introduce it. Suddenly, the toy will seem "new" to your cat. If you have
several toys, do this routinely. Pull out an "old" one and re-introduce it. Hide the one your
cat has been playing with to use at some later time.
Get Some Catnip. For cats sensitive to catnip, offer some catnip toys to enjoy periodically.
Catnip toys lose a little of their zest after a while but you can reinvigorate them by
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marinating them in a bag of catnip for a few days, or even longer. "Marinating" toys in
catnip is a great way to encourage your cat to enjoy them even more when you reintroduce
them. Get a container or bag of good quality catnip and place your cat's toys in it. Leave
them (in a safe place) for a couple of weeks or even a month. They get ‘licked to death’
when they come out.
Schedule Playtime. Make sure to spend some "together" time with your cat every day.
Schedule time at least twice a day to play with your Korat. Allow them to chase their
favourite toy, ball, laser pointer or feathery flyer. Take at least 20 minutes out of your day
to play with your cat. Most Korats are ‘retrievers’ and in my experience, this continues for
more than 10 minutes! But at least you can do this while watching TV in the evening.
Plenty of Love Time. Most Korats want plenty of your time and attention and need no
encouragement to curl up with you when you are resting. Make sure this happens frequently
– as if we Korat slaves have any choice in this matter!
Grow Some Cat Grass. Some indoor cats love to chew on a little cat grass - just like they
would if they were outdoors. It is easy to grow - but watch out for the reflex!
A Spot of Sun. Korats love the warmth of the sun. Find a nice window where the sun
shines in and place a cat bed in that location. If you have the blinds or curtains closed,
consider opening them so your cat can bask in the sun for a while.
Clicker Training. If you have plenty of time, you can train your Korats to do tricks. Korats
are very intelligent and quick to learn so training is easy. There are plenty of books which
explain how to start and there is a fantastic, friendly, yahoo group dedicated to cat clicker
training where the experienced trainers offer excellent advice and support to beginners.
Korats really enjoy their training sessions and look forward to learning new tricks.
Interactive toys. You should ideally spend at least 10 minutes of playtime with your cat
every day - but the fun doesn't have to end when you're too busy to play. Interactive
battery operated toys can provide automated play sessions for your cat while you're away or when you're too busy to play along. That's a great backup plan to ensure that your cat will
always have something fun to do.
Some toys cats will play with by themselves. Other toys let you interact with your cats as
they play. I spend hours playing retrieve with my cats! But the interactive toys are a great
way to keep your cat actively entertained, keeping his muscles toned and improving paw-eye
coordination, while you sit back and watch. And they’re good for cats of any size, age or
physical condition.
Cats primarily respond to movement, so toys that move sporadically (like a prey animal)
prove to be the most interesting. Random movements drive cats crazy. They love to chase
after the moving "prey" and they get up on their hind legs to do it. (That's a great way to
exercise those hind leg muscles!) Intermittent movement really holds your cat's interest
because s/he never knows when it's going to "come to life" again.
Laser Toys. Every Korat home should have some sort of laser toy. Most cats LOVE it and
my Korats are particular fans. I really like the idea of laser toys which have both an
automatic mode and a manual mode. You can set it to automatic function and let it do the
work. It moves the laser around on the walls or floor for 15 minutes (then it automatically
goes off). In manual mode, you can play along with your cat as you control the laser,
making the light go in ways that only you know your cat loves. Some cats like fast short
motions. Others like slow long sweeps. Being able to vary the play with both automatic and
manual modes makes it fun for cats (and with the manual mode - it is always different).
Exercise and play is also important for your elderly cat for many reasons. Exercise helps
maintain a healthy body weight. Being overweight may lead to a number of health problems.
Many Korats are lucky enough to have safe access to the great outdoors but even they will still
enjoy many of the ideas here. So I hope these tips will give new life to your Korats and their
toys! Happy playtime!!
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Perspectives from Phoenix Korats
A wonderful article from Marina Christopher; kindly allowed to reproduce in our Newsletter
following its publication in her local Parish magazine in June.
Slug-eating kittens, migrant insects, red kites, newts, toads, baby grass snakes, bees and butterflies by the bucket
load and little or no rain. That is the summary of life on the nursery these last two months. One evening in the
gloaming, after another extended session of watering, I returned wearily to the house and spotted my youngest
kitten lurking in the shadows. His facial silhouette seemed rather odd – no obvious muzzle or whiskers and a little
lumpy. I thought maybe fatigue was deceiving my eyes so I picked him up and took him into the kitchen and put on
the light. Two small eyes peered out of an unrecognisable feline face, his muzzle, chin, nose and mouth were
covered in bark chippings and he resembled nothing so much as a caddis fly. Removing the bark was a problem – it
was stuck tight to his face, by glue? No, I discovered it was slug slime and it took me ages to remove most of it,
while my little kitten struggled valiantly in my arms. As a reward for my ministrations I offered him some of his
favourite food but when he lifted his head from the bowl he had lumps of food stuck to his nose, his chin and his
cheek. More time bathing and cleansing, struggling and squealing.
Naturally I thought he had learned his lesson playing with slugs, but the following evening he ran in looking like
fag-ash ‘Lil’ with half a slug dangling from one side of his mouth and slime all over his face. Again an extended
clean-up session, only for him to run outside and come back with another face full of slug, leaves, bits of grass and
bark chippings. I dedicated a rough flannel to slug-cleaning operations. What to do? I asked around and amidst the
hooting of laughter from cat owners without slug-eating kittens
it was suggested that I went out with pepper to sprinkle on the
slugs or salt to kill them round the house. Condiments for my
slug-eating kitten? How ridiculous! For 3 weeks I was plagued
with a slimy-faced kitten and the slug flannel was put to frequent
use. I had never realised just how difficult it is to remove slug
slime – it is not one of those slippery problems that many people
consider! For 10 days peace has reigned at Phoenix and I am
hoping this adolescent slug-eating phase has come to a close and
I can throw away the slug flannel forever.
To less repugnant topics, the bees and butterflies have had an amazing couple of months feeding and breeding in the
driest spell for many years. Nectar and pollen have been plentiful so it bodes well for a population boom for many
of our most loved garden insects. Early sightings have been plentiful with some species appearing 2-3 weeks earlier
than usual. I had the pleasure of observing the charming Green Hairstreak butterfly on a rockrose, only the second
time I have seen this butterfly on site. The Small Tortoiseshell is abundant this year along with the Small Copper,
the migrant Painted Lady has put in an appearance and this week I have seen 4 Hummingbird Hawkmoths nectaring
on various shades of red valerian.
Evenings have been cool, several dropping to 1C during the night. This has slowed down the growth rate of plants
so I am predicting an extended growing season with plenty of flower for late summer. Some plants that have
flowered early can be cut back to rebloom later in the year so I do not feel the sense of gloom that there will be
nothing left by autumn. This comment may come back to bite me if the drought continues and temperatures soar but
I am staying positive for the meantime.
Marina Christopher (June 2011)
Phoenix Perennial Plants, Medstead, Nr. Alton, Hampshire,
Nursery opens on Fridays & Saturdays from 18th March – 22nd October 11am – 5pm
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Committee News
The AGM took place at the Oliver Bird Hall later than usual on 15th May. This year only eight of
us made it to share lunch together and then get on with the business of the club. As always it would be lovely to welcome
more people.
There’s the possibility of holding the AGM at the KCA Show to be perhaps more inclusive, but of course several of us who
exhibit are also involved in show organisation in some way. Whether it’s judging, table work or meeting visitors it’s always
important, and although we get through the mechanics of elections fairly quickly there’s not really the same opportunity for
the in depth discussions on breed related matters. I know from the amount of time given to those currently that they are
important, and wouldn’t like to see them curtailed, but what do others think?
Officers & Committee Members The club officers remain unchanged and I’m sure you’ll all be as delighted as I am that Julie
is continuing to produce the Newsletter and manage the website again this year. She’s a slave driver over getting copy in
for deadlines, but so much better than these club mainstays should not be neglected. Exchange of news and mews is a
primary function. Tina Heath resigned from the Committee as she found that at present family commitments at weekends
(four young people with their own social agendas) meant that she couldn’t give the time she felt the club deserved. In her
place we welcome Sarah Williams-Elliss from near Retford in North Notts. Sarah’s Serrenol prefix has been familiar for a
good few years now as she shows some very nice Russians as well as her Korats and Thais.
Rule revision The rules were updated with very little change to the form circulated with the AGM agenda. There was some
discussion about retaining entry to the club by vet recommendation, but as this hadn’t happened in over 30 years it wasn’t
thought necessary. People joined because they had a Korat contact or via the Secretary if they were stewards or judges so
there was little difficulty finding a proposer who knew something of them.
Of course the major change is renaming the club so that it becomes the:
Korat & Thai Cat Association & the K&T BAC
This won’t be official until approved by GCCF Executive Committee and it’s on the agenda for the July meeting. The next
work for the BAC is to get the Thais promoted to Championship Status and it’s intended that the application should be
made so that can happen for the next show year (June 2012). That will give them equality with Korats and it’s only right they
should feature in the club name.
Korat & Thai Breeding Policy This was another lengthy document circulated to all breeders ahead of the July meeting. It has
been approved by the GCCF Genetics Committee, but already the BAC knows some amendments will have to be made since
it was written last year. It’s now as easy to test for GM1 and GM2 gangliosidosis as it is to make checks on whether Korats
carry recessive pointed and chocolate genes. Therefore it makes sense no longer to rely on tests made some years back and
the accuracy of pedigrees, but to ensure all imports onto the register are microchipped and tested at the time the
registration application is made. A revised registration policy to include this, supported by an addition to the breeding
policy, will be circulated to breeders in the autumn.
New Show structure I hope regular exhibitors enjoy the new show structure. Opinions on this will be welcome, as you’ll
see from the GCCF report, and there are already those who want to change things yet again.
This year's Supreme Show is on 19th November, 2011 at its usual National Exhibition Centre venue. It seems a way off at
present in the bright July sunshine, but these events have a way of creeping up on us very quickly. Already the schedule is
published online, inviting entries http://www.supremecatshow.org/ (a paper copy can also be obtained from the GCCF
office). Although adults and neuters must have gained at least one certificate, once again there's no qualification for kittens.
So if you have something promising in a new litter why not give it a go. The paperwork for clubs wishing to book a club
table has just come through, and the Committee will have to get busy organising this. If you would like your Korat or Thai to
represent the breed on exhibition at the table because s/he adores meeting the public then please let us know.
See you there!
Jen Lacey (Secretary)The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Oakham, Rutland LE15 7HF
Tel: 01664 474408 E-mail : Jen.Lacey@btinternet.com
STOP PRESS - The name Korat AND THAI Cat Association and K&TBAC was approved in EC on 26 July 2011.
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GCCF Electoral Council Meeting 23rd June 2011

It was the first AGM of the new limited company and, with delegates coming to a new venue and
knowing that elections this year would bring fresh faces to the principal posts, I'd say there was a
certain air of expectancy about the day. Mr Hansson (retiring Chairman) opened the meeting
shortly after midday, and after the solemnity of pausing to remember those who would no longer
be with us again gave brief remarks which had a positive and upbeat note.
The new Chairman took over the meeting with a reiteration of the need to be cooperative. She
acknowledged that no one would be pleased with all decisions, but she intended there would be
moves forward, at a pace that most could be happy with, with compromise made. The remarks
were in tune with the mood of the delegates and from that point it was clear that Mrs MarriottPower had taken on the role of Chairman with a determination to mark it with the stamp of her
own personality.
Financial Statement
The first main business of the day was looking in detail at the finances, with auditor, Mr Adrian
Wood, of O'Hara Wood. The price increases that had been put in place had been targeted
accurately so that although registrations had dropped, income from them hadn't deteriorated.
This, coupled with savings in expenditure, and enhanced by a donation to buy new printing
equipment, had turned around the deficit of over £52,000 to a profit of just under £14,500.
At the end of questioning on certain particulars of the expenses, Mr Wood was asked if he was
now happy with GCCF after he'd given such dire predictions when speaking to Council
previously. He replied that he was. Issues that he'd highlighted had been addressed, with the
surplus as the result, and he believed it particularly encouraging that the positive trend was
continuing as shown in the February-May trading figures. Income was exceeding expenditure by
a small amount, and although registration figures were volatile no sustained fall was indicated.
Business notes
The assets of GCCF (members' club) had now been transferred to the new company, and this
was the final act of incorporation. An IT review was presented stating what was aimed for and
the benefits that would accrue to various sections of GCCF, such as BACs and Show
Management, in addition to the much needed on-line registration and transfer process. At
present just over half the money (£42k) had been raised and about 45% of clubs had as yet
made no response.
It was confirmed that private individuals could loan or gift money, but that pledges only were
required at present. The next decision that would have to be made was whether to go ahead with
money currently pledged, by assessing what improvements could made with the amount raised
which was as yet well short of the target.
Judges and Judging Reports
The National Cat Club had asked for clarification to be given on exactly which classes (and cats
within them) should be written up for judge reports. After some discussion to which some
overloaded judges, show managers and exhibitors contributed remarks from their different
perspectives, it was concluded that at present guide lines are in operation rather than there
being any hard and fast rules on this.
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Rule Changes
The three rule changes were straightforward and went through without dissension. The strict
timetable for breed promotion submissions was removed. If approved by Council they will be
implemented not less than six months following the meeting. Also, temporary registration of
overseas cats was formalised to enable their entry at specially designated shows. It was
confirmed that the computer was ready to accept this type of registration and that EC would
review charges to ensure office costs were covered whenever such an event was arranged.
Supreme and World Cat Congress News
Mrs Leighton confirmed all was on schedule for this year's Supreme with problems with the NEC
now sorted. The schedules would be out by mid July.
Quite a lot had now been planned for the show side of the World Cat Congress event to take
place in May 2013. The designated show was Suffolk and Norfolk. There was some thought that
the seminar could have a 'genetic' theme, but this had yet to be arranged.
Show Awards Debate
The final hour and a bit was given over to discussing the show awards system. At one point
there was an observation that the only consensus was that everyone wanted something
different, but it became clear that there were three areas of concern.
a) breed clubs should not be excluded from offering an award that counted for something.
b) HHP exhibitors felt that if pedigree exhibits could aim for an award higher than Imperial
then they should have the same opportunity.
c) Possibly the most contentious was the belief that some exhibitors disliked not having two
open classes to aim for, and there should be a system in place that wholly or partially
reversed that established by majority vote at the March meeting that each cat should
enter just one certificate class, and BOB if so wished. Others felt equally strongly that the
very recent change had been supported by many, and should be given at least a year, if
not more, for exhibitors to get a feel for how it worked in practice.
Olympian Award at Breed Clubs
The proposal from Yorkshire County Club and Birman Cat Club, supported by the Northern
Birman Cat Club, that there should be expansion of the Olympian system to breed club and other
non-all-breed shows, so that one Olympian certificate at each level of bronze, silver and gold,
could count towards a cat gaining the Olympian title, was voted upon and passed by a large
majority. This to take immediate effect so that any classes offered by such already designated as
open only to Imperial cats would become Olympian Classes.
Olympian Award and Structure to be applied to the Household Pet Section
The other agreement was that the Olympian structure should also be applied to HHP classes.
Pedigree and non-pedigree pets would now enter only one certificate class, but have an
Olympian Class offered.
As it was now past 5pm it was agreed other proposals that could reverse decisions taken in
March, should be brought to the next meeting. This would allow further opportunity for discussion
at club level which was only fair.

Jen Lacey – GCCF Delegate
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A THANK YOU NOTE FROM MAIPENRAI
Breeder - Janet Jeffers, Isle of Man - Breeder of the year again !!
With a total of 990 points for cats shown under my prefix. I would like to say a big - in fact an
enormous large THANK YOU to Jenny Day and Elaine Evans, who have made this possible for
me to gain this accolade. Without their perseverance and enormous cost to themselves in time
and money, this prestigious award would never had been mine !!
I cannot thank them enough for all their time, money and effort !!. I know that showing their cats
is not always easy, due to work commitments or owners health problems etc.
I am sure that most breeders would love to be in my situation, with owners who are so dedicated
to showing their cats and allowing me to be so proud of their results.
Showing myself, with my own health problems and also the fact that I have not been able to
drive for the last 6 months has been almost impossible, without their dedication and
commitment, I could not possibly have achieved this accolade.
I can only thank them again for all their efforts on their and my behalf to put me in this situation.
What more could a breeder want ??
Thanking you both again.
With all my appreciation

Janet Jeffers.

MY BEAUTIFUL KORAT (BLUEBELL)
MAIPENRAI DOC FLOWER
This year at our own Korat show, my beautiful noisy Korat Bluebell was awarded Overall Best in Show
again in January. We had 20 Korats so a very good turn out. I was so pleased with her as she was
swearing at the Judges, Korat language of course.
If you have never shown your cat, it is good to go to our own breed show which is in January. I started
showing in 2005 at the Short Haired Cat Show in Telford and then at our own show in the April showing
Portia (Maipenrai Tao Princess) Portia was awarded Overall Best In Show. This started me hooked on
showing and both Portia and Bluebell have done well. Portia is now a UK IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER. I
was hoping to show her again for the Olympics certificates. Bluebell is still trying for her Imperial
certificates ‐ only 3 more.
I have another cat which is a Thai Lilac his name is Oliver (Maipenrai Lilac Foxglove) who is just a big
softie. I took him to our KCA show and his Breeder said as we were at the vetting in station (Oh, he’s in
the obese class). Oliver, I’m afraid, needs to go on a diet like me.
On our Show table we had some of the Trophy’s and a lot of information. The weather was kind to us
this year
One very proud owner.
Jen Day
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News from Kesa's Home
Our 'Treasure', alias furry despot, is in great form; he is now nearly ten and on senior diet, and there
has been no recurrence of the benign lump which the vet removed from his chest. He is still under
luxurious house arrest, as I still don't trust him not to find a bolt hole in his fenced-in garden; he
wouldn't worry, but I would! Further investigations will be required. I enclose a lovely photograph of
him taken by my niece, which is in glorious colour on the insert page. Otherwise there are no
excitements to report this time, and I suppose no news is good news.
We wish all KCA members a pleasant summer, and much appreciation goes to Julie for producing
our excellent newspaper.

From Kesa, Jane and Robin

<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>-<>
Cat Quotes
“Cats can work out mathematically the exact place to sit that will cause the most
inconvenience.” ~ Pam Brown
"People who hate cats, will come back as mice in their next life." ~ Faith Resnick
"The cat could very well be man's best friend but would never stoop to admitting it." ~ Doug
Larson, syndicated newspaper columnist
“Cats' hearing apparatus is built to allow the human voice to easily go in one ear and out
the other.” ~ Stephen Baker
"If there is one spot of sun spilling onto the floor, a cat will find it and soak it up." ~ Joan Asper
McIntosh
“My cat speaks sign language with her tail.” ~ Robert A. Stern

Cat Facts
Did you know that each cat's nose print is just as unique as each person's finger print?
Did you know that Isaac Newton invented the cat flap door?
In ancient Egypt, entire families were forced by law to shave their eyebrows as a sign of
mourning when the family cat died.
Did you know that cats have an accessory olfactory organ called the vomeronasal organ in
the roof of the mouth? They use this organ to sense smells & tastes in the air with the
"flehmen" response.
The domestic cat is truly a successful species - among the world's seven continents, the only
one without cats is Antarctica.
Cats outnumber dogs as pets in the United States, the United Kingdom, and many countries
in Europe. Cats rule!
The cat's collar bone is anatomically different from other mammals - it allows the cat to fit
through any opening as long as it is as wide as the head.
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Why Do Cats ... ?

Part 7 (this is the last in the series)

Why do cats shed their claws?
Cats are the only animals that walk directly on their claws, not on their paws. It would be
like humans walking on the tips of their fingers. Getting around on tiptoe, called digitigrade,
is a particularly useful feature when it comes to moving at high speeds. Being the great
hunter that they are, they need to keep this skill very sharp. Contrary to popular belief,
manicuring their nails on your furniture is not out of malice or sharpening the claws. Cats
are tearing off the ragged edges of the sheaths of their talons when scratching. All year
long, they shed their claws to expose new sharp ones beneath. Claws aren't just for
protection. They are responsible for the cat's exquisite balance and amazing feats such as
climbing, stretching, running, and grooming. Declawing not only physically afflicts a cat, but
he is also psychologically anguished, deprived of his only defence and one of his most
versatile tools for survival.
Why do cats like to sleep in the sun?
Cats like to feel warm and secure before they fall to sleep. They also use the sunlight to help
make up the slight drop in body temperature that happens once they fall asleep. Some cats
will change their sleep positions to follow the movement of the sun.
Why does catnip made cats act crazy?
Their wacky, day dreamy state is actually a response to the herb's powerful natural
chemical, trans-nepetalactone. It's almost identical to the essence excreted by female cats,
which is why tom cats seem to love catnip the most. However, this doesn't explain why
females love it as well. Catnip was once thought to be an aphrodisiac, but scientific tests
have squelched that theory. Cats aren't attracted to it until they are at least two months old.
If introduced to catnip prior to this age, most cats will not respond to it at all when they are
older. The herb valerian will give cats the same sense of ecstasy as catnip. Valerian is a mild
stimulant and, though it doesn't do any harm, it shouldn't be offered to cats with kidney
ailments. By the way, both catnip and valerian produce ecstasy through the odour, not the
taste.

Additional cat behaviour information is located here:
Page URL: http://www.sniksnak.com/cathealth/whydo.html
Reference
Cat World Desmond Morris

‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐:‐

Cat Quotes from Robin Miller
“When a cat speaks, it's because it has something to say, unlike humans who are the great
refuse containers of speech.” ‐ V.L. Allineare
“Most cats, when they are out, want to be in, and vice versa, and often simultaneously.” ‐ Louis
J. Camuti
“When dogs leap onto your bed, it's because they adore being with you. When cats leap onto
your bed, it's because they adore your bed.” ‐ Jules Champfleury
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£Treasurer’s Notes
Now well on into summer (sun lounger is gathering cobwebs though) and it all seems rather quiet. A few nice
family related outings and visits but the Cattery doesn't go bananas until the schools are on holiday. Can't even
claim to be on the radar of News International as my 'phone hasn't been hacked (mind you, it is of the steam
driven variety!) and not a single e-mail misappropriated !! I blame it all on the cats !
There is one little piece of financial news though, I see that our " wonderful" bankers have finally succumbed to
the crinkley-wrinkley pressure and decided to abandon their really clever idea of doing away with cheques in
2018. Cheques will continue. Must be the only decision the Bankers have got correct in the last few years! This
means of course that you can continue to pay your Annual Subscription, now isn't that good news???
Remember the scourge of the RED DOT and what that means! For those of you who haven't paid your subs
it's the final reminder. If you really want to be adventurous though (go on .. be a bit of a wild thing!) you can now
use Paypal at ~ treasurerkca@btinternet.com ~
Mentioning wild things reminds me of our neighbour's pet rabbit. An all white fluffy thing that is constantly being
eyed up as lunch by Nik-Nak, the roof and chimney pot loving Korat. Rabbit escaped a few weeks back but was
found after a couple of days as it was rather easy to spot! Anyway, Francesca (little girl rabbit owner) told me
the other week that her pet has had babies so at least they now know it is female!

Now all of that has a loose connection to this little episode:
A man is driving and sees a hare jump out into the middle of the road and the hare jumps right in front of the
car. The driver pulls over and gets out to see what has become of the hare. Much to his dismay, the hare is
dead.
A beautiful blonde woman driving down the road sees the man and pulls over. She steps out of the car and
asks the man what's wrong.
"I feel terrible," he explains, "I accidentally hit this hare and killed it."
The blonde says, "Don't worry." She runs to her car and pulls out a spray can. She walks over to the dead
hare, bends down, and sprays the contents onto the hare. The hare jumps up, waves its paw at the two of
them and hops off down the road. Ten feet away the hare stops, turns around and waves again, he hops down
the road another 10 feet, and repeats this again and again and again, until he hops out of sight.
The man is astonished. He runs over to the woman and asks, "What is in that can? What did you spray on
that hare?"
The woman turns the can around so that the man can read the label.
It says...
(Are you ready for this?)
"Hair Spray - Restores life to dead hair and adds permanent wave."
Enjoy the summer.
Cheers, Brian

Brian Lacey (Treasurer)
01664 474408 or johnbrian.lacey@btinternet.com

---------------------------------------------------------------KCA Subscriptions for 2011 were due 1st January 2011
Single: £9

Joint: £11

Overseas: £12

Name(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Email address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Send your cheques, payable to Korat Cat Association, to:
Brian Lacey (Treasurer), The Cottage Cattery, Stapleford Road, Whissendine, Rutland LE15 7HF
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CARTOON PAGE

“The phrase you’re groping for is Thank You!”

“Your cats are fine”
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KORAT CAT ASSOCIATION
LIST OF BREEDERS
NAME / LOCATION

PREFIX / TEL NO

EMAIL / WEB ADDRESS

Mr R & Mrs L Best*
Cardiff
Mr & Mrs L Black
London
Mr S & Mrs D Brown
West Yorkshire
Ms Julie Cherkas
Southampton
Ms Jo Collar
Surrey
Miss J Couch*
South Wales
Mrs S L Edwards*
Wirral
Mrs C Harding-Brown*
Berkshire
Mrs H Hawkins*
Manchester
Mrs J Jeffers*
Isle of Man
Mrs J Lacey*
Rutland
Mrs A Locher*
London
Mr W & Mrs E Newland*
Portsmouth
Mr O Rabia*
Carlisle
Mrs M Saunders
Devon
Miss C Treacher
London
Mr W Wilkinson
North Cotswolds
Mrs S Williams-Elliss*
Nottinghamshire
Mrs Liz Wilson
Herefordshire

Myfanwy
029 2084 2845
No Prefix
020 7485 1211
Shantung
01977 510978
Jusarka
023 8090 4187
No Prefix
07799 062143
Jasumik
01792 791207
Moei
01516 395067
Clairabelle
07889 119224
Koorahk
0161 281 6482
Maipenrai
01624 823655
Jenanca
01664 474408
Bikila
020 8898 4299
Narkeesha
023 9258 8899
Camacoona
07502 028753
Chandrakan
01395 597791
Saluay
07714 279625
Theoaks
01608 651140
Serennol
07807 888718
Higford
01531 660283

richbest@hotmail.com
felicityvincent@googlemail.com
denisebrown138@btinternet.com
jusarka@yahoo.co.uk
j.collar@ntlworld.com
tamruat03@yahoo.co.uk
sherylleona@hotmail.co.uk
animalantix@woodside.co.uk
www.animalantix.com
koorahk_korats34@hotmail.com
www.koorahkkoratsdirect.co.uk
jj@korat.co.uk
jen.lacey@btinternet.com
www.jenanca.com
walannlocher@yahoo.co.uk
cats@narkeesha.co.uk
www.narkeesha.co.uk
camacoona@aol.com
www.cobs-can.co.uk/camacoona.htm
mary23@btinternet.com
clare.treacher@virgin.net
williewilkinson@btinternet.com
serennol@yahoo.co.uk
www.serennol.co.uk
lizziecatw@higford.orangehome.co.uk

* Denotes stud ownership

OVERSEAS BREEDERS
Ms C Baird
Ms D Mastrangelo
Mr B Pollesche

Primprau’s
Jadeye
Kobalt

Denmark
Italy
Germany

mail@korat.dk
email@jadeye.eu
bpollesche@arcor.de

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
KCA KITTEN LIST SERVICE
Contact Julie Cherkas with your litter information and she will place the details on the KCA website.
Please include date of birth, number of kittens born, type of kittens (i.e. Korats or Thais)
and number of each sex still available.
Please remember to let Julie know when your kittens have been placed.

